Fast heating and get warm water at anytime

Philips' new 3000 series electric kettle, using double wall cool touch design, the inner pot adopts food-grade 304 stainless steel, and it can constant 55°C heat preservation without repeated boiling. You can get boiled water in 6 minutes.

- **Triple protection for safe use**
  - Kettle will autostop when it is waterless
  - Kettle will autostop when finish boiling
  - Kettle base is electric shock proof

- **Open lid with one press, two opening angles**
  - Open lid with one press, easy operation
  - Two opening angles, easy to clean and water taking

- **Seamless interior design, easy to clean**
  - Seamless interior design, easy to clean

- **1.5L large capacity, enough for the whole family**
  - Maximum 6 cups (estimates 250ml/cup per boiling round)

- **Wide flat V-shaped spout, smooth pouring**
  - Wide flat V-shaped spout design to avoid spilling
Specifications

Country of origin
• China

Design specifications
• Color(s): White

Dimensions
• Product weight: 1.01 kg
• Weight incl. Packaging: 1.64 kg

Technical specifications
• Cord length: 0.7 m
• Power: 1500 W
• Voltage: 220-240 V
• Frequency: 50 / 60 Hz
• Effective capacity: 1.5 L

Weight and dimensions
• Dimension of product: 224 x 248 x 157mm
• Dimension of package: 230 x 305 x 230mm

Highlights

Food-grade 304 stainless steel
Food grade stainless steel (SUS304) inner pot, no odor and easy to clean, to ensure safe and easy to clean.

Visible heating lamp
Visible heating lamp, boiling water state at a glance.

1500W High power
With 1500W high power, heat up fast and water can be boiled in 6 minutes.

Open lid with one press
Open lid with one press, you can use one hand to operate.

Waterless protection
Automatic power off when lack of water, do not need to worry about the safety hazards caused by water shortage.

Finished boiling protection
Automatic power off after boiling, do not need to worry about the safety risks caused by continuous boiling.

PTC keep warm technology
PTC technology keeps warm at 55°C, helps you to get warm water anytime without repeating boiling water.

Lid curved backflow design
Lid curved backflow design, water backflow does not splash.

Seamless interior design
With an integrated seamless interior design is more convenient for daily cleaning.

Wide flat V-shaped spout design
Smooth flow caused by wide flat V-shaped spout design, you dont need to worry about splashing when pouring water.

1.5L large capacity*
Maximum 6 cups (estimates 251ml/cup of water for a boiling round, enough for the whole family ."

Base is electric shock proof
The base is electrocution-proof, so you don’t need to worry about touching it.

Boiled and direct drinking modes available
Boiled and direct drinking modes available, you can get boiled water and warm water.

Ergonomic handle design
Ergonomic handle design, easier to pour water.

Two opening angles
Two opening angles, press button to automatically open 45 lid angle, to prevent splash, then manually open 75 for easy cleaning and water taking.

Double wall cool touch design
Double wall body design, cool touch during the boiling and keep warm process.

Storage coil design
Storage coil design, easy to store.